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-The development of silicon controll~d-recti!iers has;made 
-it possible to realize bigh ·efficiency switching regulators 
capable of handling high power. The circuit operation of a 
typical circuit is developed. Efficiency and ripple voltage 
are determined. Formulae for finding the res'ponse of passive 
filter circuits are derived. A method of computing the 
regulator response is described and a useful approximation for 
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ANALYSIS OF A PULSE RmULATED POWER SUPPLY 
- - --- ----- ---
Introduction 
, 
' Conventional regulated power supplies vary the static 
e,,,,,...& 
,;i ..... 
impedance of an element .in series or shunt ,vith the load in 
order to control output voltageo Power dissipation in the 
control element is continuous and lowers the efficiency of the 
regulat'or. 
Considerable improvement in efficiency can be obtained by 
.,· 
· replacing the controlled impedance element with a pulse controlled 
element. Output voltage qr ~urrent variation can be obtained 
by varying the duty c_ycle ·of the switch. Ideally, power dissi-
pation in the ~ontrol element is low since it occurs only while 
the switch is closed. 
Increased efficiency, however, is obtained 1 at the expense of 
·response· time and frequency response. ij~sponse time is increas·ed 
because compensation for output changes can·occur only at discrete 
intervals. Frequency response decreases because a sampled system 
. . -·-··- ·•-; -• -- .... - . --~ 
can transn1it only those variations which ·occur at a rate slower 
'f{3 
~ .·. ,, - . __ , •.... . -~···. 
than one-halt the san1pling frequency. Ripple voltage due to th.e. 
filters or conventional series regulators n1ust ~be used to reduce 
ripple voltage. "' 
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Estimate of Efficiency 
An approximate estimate ·,-of efficiency can ·be obtained by 
j 
defining efficiency as the ra .. tio of d-c output power to total 
input power •. The three ·basic 
' 
regulator ~ypes are ·shown in Figs. 





It • assumed that control circuit loss may be neglected and 1S 
that reg.ulation. is ideal so that E + ( the maximum value of input p 
voltage expected) equals the desired 6utput voltage V. A voltage 
~ must be added (switching regulator) to or subtracted (series 
regulator) from E to maintain V. In the mid-point position p 
!J = V + E 
- p t where E is the average input voltage. p 
The efficiencies for the three basic circuits are·derived in 
' 
Appendix A as 1/(l + f) ', 
for the series regulator, 
1/(~; 1.47 J2 ) ~ and 
the controlled-rectifier regulator, and 
the square wave S\Vi tching regulator, res pee ti vely. ( f = /j/V , 
the ratio of th~·expected output voltage change to output voltage.} 
Comparison of the three equations shows- that for all f's square 
wave regulators have a higher efficiency than controlled-rectifier 
or series regulators. The controlled-rectifier regulator has 
higher efficiency than the series regulator for f's less than 
· approximately -two thirds.· 
_;. .... - . . --
.... 
' .. _,.._.,......_ __ - - ... -· :,,, .... ~a.a. ...... _________ _..-,..., .. --.. ----...... ,--· . .... - ·-.............. ·~ -·· ..... ·-·-· - . .., __ .....,.._ 
These efficiencies will be obtained only if the harmonic 
power is dissipated in the regulator. An ideal passivel.Cfilter 
.... ,,. ... -J •• ,~ .. •·• 
does not dissipate harmonic power since the filter is lossless. 
' · .. 
• ... • -4. .. 4 ....... •• if # -• .. - • ,# '"" •• C • •• ,T •• ..... ~ "I .. -· ·• .e ,e • I a.• .• ,0 .• ...... , ......... 'C 
• • ... .. ... 4 .. - .. ... 
. • 'II • • • • 'f • I • • . • ,. • • • .... .... ' ,.,,, I ;. f ...... , ,V '... ,._ • • ' o 'f .., I i 
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la. Series Regulator 
, 
· SOO~T VOLTA6E 
E,t-t : 0 , o ,wtc=-c 





lb. Controlled-Rectifier Regulator 
- f 'ff .. ' 
Cahl :. E , o~wt ~ 
E,~:. O o<c.wtc ,r 
a-----" 







le. Square Wave Switching Regulator 
Fig. 1. Regulator Types 
'.' i-· ·:11; 
t 'v 
... ,. 
...... - ... ~ 
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Instead it prevents harmonics from reaching the load·by presenting 




Selection ~ Boost, Vol.~age ,· 
. . ·•~: . .,,, ~- :. 
r 
.-· 
The boost voltage, E1 , must be large enough to correct for 
all changes in output voltage due to input supply voltage changes 
and load changes. Since the series resistance of the regulator 
.. is small, load change effects may be negligible. For minimum 
ripple voltage, and reduced filter circuit requirements, E1 
should be small. 
Restrictions imp~sed on the firing angle by the firing 
circuit· must also be considered. For exan1ple, the firing circuit 
may limit the firing angle to less than full range, in which case 
full correction may not be obtai,ned. 
4.11alysis ~.!Particular Controlled-Rectifier Regulator 
c·- .- .... · 
A large variety of circuits have been derived which perform· 




The controll,ed~rectifier regulator-., \ •. - ' ...... 
circuit of Fig. 2, suggested by the Autonetics Division of North 
•see Reference section 'at end of thesis. 
...._, 
• ·~ f/11 .... . .. 
~ ........................ ~ .. .. • .. • • ... ... ...................... ~ ...... • ....... " ........ - •• 4 ...... " • .. ..... " ... 4 ••• 
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·:.!· 1. -- -4-' 
American, A~iation, Will be ·analyzed~····· It uses silicon controlled-
rectifiers (SCR's) to add a boost voltage, e1{t), to a d-c voltage, 
E p • The firing ang~e bf the SCR's is controlled to obtain 
regulation. 
An exact analysis of the regulator must consider the non-
. ' 
. 
, , . linear volt-ampere characteri~lics of the SCR' s and diode, the 
non-zero SCR current requ~red f o.r s,vi tchin'g, turn~off and turn-on 
-, -..,._(' . 
time de.lays in the SCR, transf ornaer and filter inducta_nce, satura-
tion, and stray capacitance. However, by using a linear-~odel 
'· for the regulator, worst case conditions for circuit operation 
can be defined, and an approximate filter analysis can be obtained. 
1 
Characteristics of SCR's 
----------- ·- ---
... 
SCR characteristics important in this application are the 
holding current, 18 , the minimum .current·· required to sustain the 
device inJthe on condition;· ·and t·he gate current IG • Once the 
SCR is on, its operation is similar to a conventional diode. 
Firing Characteristics 
~: 
keep gate dissipation low. Under the most adverse conditions 
the maximum gat_e current necessary for firing any specific SCR 













amplitude can be increased proportionally. ··The circuit must allow 
{ .,,._ 
anode conduction to build up to 18 while the pulse is on if con'9' 
ductjon is to be maintained. Turn~on rise time and delay time 
will be neglected since they are of the order of 6psec and 0.5psec,. 
respectively. 
·~ -
-. SCR turn-off occurs when the anode current falls below 18 . 
" 
The SCR ,vill not turn off and block reverse voltage until the 
stored carriers diffusetout of the end junction. This storage 
current is not important, however, for the frequencies normally 
encountered in regulators (60-800 cps.). The turn-off. time (time 
required for the SCR to block reapplied forward voltage) ~an be 
neglected also. 
Linear Model , 
' 
.,-,.;. 
The SCR will be represented by an ideal diode, a forward 
' 
resistanc·e and a switch which turns .on at wt = c( and turns off· 
when the current through it is zero. The transformer and filter 
inductance will be represented by linea.r indu.c_tors w.i:t.b. linear .. 
. ~ . . . . ' .. 
resistance loss. The input supply voltage, E , will be assumed to p 
. 
... 
- be d-c with a linear outp.ut resistance. The feedback loop will be 
linear circuit model of Fig. 3 results. 
'· 
- : ... • . ' .. ' . . . ....~.· .... ··41······~·-·•Cc. .. ............. . 
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Lt SCR1. lf, 
..l:.11 
·''V' 
E d-c input voltage -
-p 
el - El sin wt a-c boost - • 
' ... '.,
Lt ,rt - transf or1ner i11ductanc e -
L, rL - fil t-er i,11ductance and -
r QUtJ,Ut resistai1ce .of d-e --p 
· r2 · = for\vard diode re~istance. 
rf1 = fo~ward SCR resistance 
\; 
C = filter capacitance 
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0
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Piecewise Linear Analysis 
The worst-case conditions for· tl!rning on the SCR e~i-st.during 
the first cycle when the current is small. The circuit must allow 
SCR an?de current to build .. ~P to 18 in the time the firing pulse 
is on if conduction is to continue f·or ,'·the balance of tl1e i1alf . 
cycle. Whether the current will reach 1 8 or not depends on stray 
circuit capacitance and on the value of E. p 
The gating diode, n1 , must turn off a1most immediately after 
SCR turn-on, as can be seen by considering the voltages present 
before tl1e SCR turi-1s on. The voltage v1 must be slightly greater 
than v2 for the SCR to build up anode current. With the SCR in 
full forward conducti~n, v1 is applied directly across the diode 
' 
-
and thus reverse biases it. 
·Once the SCR is on, it will not turn off until the current 
through it goes to zero •. It is not desirable to have the SCR turn 
.. ~,~ 
·off until._ the transformer·· vol t~ge t el t begi~~ to gQ negatj.vf!' Qtbe~~·------ .. ---
wise the output voltage would not be boosted fully and efficiency 
would decrease. Whether the SCR .. turns oft -pr-emat~-el-y .... -e,r not .. 
depends on the type of filter. 
Assuming that current cut-off does not occur, conduction 
slightly less tha·n the voltage drop across the __ in1pedance composed 
of ~t and rt , the gating diode becoines xortvarrd biased and turns 
( 
.on.· ('l'he diode turns on earlier in the cycle during steady state 
. . ............... . •.r-,,-••,...'4 
- ,,4. -~ ,.:. ... -~-- ........ ~ ............ ~· -, ... • • . 
• • ••.,•••,a 11.• •,. ~. '!" ~ 9 ,·-4!81!111' 
... ~••·s•••••'!!!!leee 
-
l •- l,O • 
·, 








u,--• • -•··••,• ••--•~•--• ••··• •• •• •>•• -··••·•-••" ••- -·•·-•d' • •as- ___ ,,_,••••+•••••••·" 
,, 
·'?iii 
than during the :build-up period. ) Turn-on occurs when·: 
-IZ' - e ~ 0 ~ r 
where z• . / . 1s the impedance composed of and and l is 
r 
the approximate steady state current obtained by dividing the d-c 
~ . 
and second harmonic terms of the Fourier series by the input 
. impedance of the filter. 
,· 
\Vhen the diode turns on,_ the voltage across it will be applied ··' 
across the B~H and transformer. Since the voltage drop across the 
SCR is small it will become back biased and will turn off soon 
after D1 turns on. The cycle then repeats using the other SCR. 
A piecewise linear analysi~, in ad-di tion to giving information 
about the circuit operation, can also be used to determine the 
curr~nt flowing in-the filter at each instant of switchingo To 
allo,v a gen-eral n1athematical analysis of the filter one 1:nust assume 
that. switching is ideal; that is, that the SCR turns on and 
, 
turns off at the instant of firing, and that diode turn-on and 
SCR turn-off is iounediate at CAJ t = ~ • 
currents in the filter. The filter analysis problem, therefore, 
reduces to solving for the a-c output ~oltage in the circuit of 
voltage, plus the .d-c output voltage, gives the total o.utput 
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--The voltage, e(t), applied to the filter whe'ri the regulator 
reaches steady state is shown in .Fig. 6. By approximati·ng e(t) 
with truncated sine loops; the magnitude of the ripple harmonics 
aiay be determine'd., "he function e(t) is: 
e(t) 





E + El sin wt 0( .e. wt<. 7r -,p 
and is periodic with period 1t • 
The Fourier series for e(t), derived in Appendix B, i~: 
.-
. ......., 
(, , ' 
e(t) 
E . 
= E. + _! ( 1 + CO& CIC. ) p ,,, 
00 
' ' 
+L~ 2 cos(2n+l)Q( 
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. . angle ~ given by: - · · · · · ·. ·· " · · · ··· · '" ~, · · -~ · •Jl" 
~ 
.. - .... - - __ ......... 
sin a 0( . ( 1 + cos b o<. ) -
n , Q 
sin ~boc (1 + cos acx ). ,= O 
.,. · n n 
' • . ..... ~ • :• ., • • .,. .. • • • ., • • • 'l'a • •• • .,., •· "Ill' •II ~.- .. ... ...... .. ... 
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' ' ! 
' , ' 
harmonic 1r/E1 2nd r" 4th 
0( 
-
60° 1.731 .0~346 
··n 
36° 1.600 0.392 
.. 108° 0.760 o.640 
Maximum second hal'monic ripple occurs for o( = s·o0 ; at 
which point e(t) • l.S: 
e(t) El [1 = E + - - + 1.73 sin(wt-60°) + 0.346 sin(wt+60°) + p ,,, 2 
For reference the Four'ier series at OC = 90° and o0 are:· 
., 
o<.. = 90°: 




E p 1.49 ; sin(2Cdi +· 26.2°) + ••• 
4E1 ~El 
- J 'If' cos 2 Wt - lS ,r cos 4ldt + 
,r. 
,.:."~ ... 
Power Rel~tionsbips i~ SCH Circuits 
The power dissipation in a switching type r~gulator has 
• • • 
.. J 
. several sources: (1) the copper and core losses in the filter ~nd 
;...-::,~· ....... ' .. -..... ·- ·• • • -'""'t---·~ .. ~ ..... ::.: _;....._ ___ .,_ ______ -~---·~,;,..,.,._ ...... ,.-. •. ----· ...... , ... , .... _ • .... -:.~ .... 61...,,.~-....-.. ----··-· , ... _. , _ ...... ~...,.-;.,.-. ,,.- .. ...- ................ ._.,,~ ~·1,....-- h'.•""°\--·- ---.......... ~"\JO'"'~··· ........... :·-'T-'tll • ,----·••......_'t; . .;;":~ .... ~-----,--~~----'" I 
--- --transfo.r-mer, ,vhich are proportior1al to lua·d cui;·.1·e.ut;.(2) gating 
diode losses which consist of an IVdiode term due to dissipation 
,,, 
during the forward conduction cycle and a reverse-biased term 




















. ,I\. . 
whi.ch is a product of·· fl E , • I the average output -~orrectipn 
voltage, and I leakage which is the leakage current at the oper-
ating temperature; (3} the SCR losses, which are: a) gate and 
swi tcl1ing pov1er losses, b) for,vard and reverse blocking losses 
and c) forward conduction losses (the major source of SCR losses). 
The fo~ward conduction losses may be approximated by: 
T 
i(0.78 + 0.957 ln I+ iR) di 
where 
i :; instan.taneous forward current in amps. 
R = device constant= 0.011. ohm at 12s0 c.< 7 ) 
An approximate integration of the above ~hows that the average 
' ' . 
SCR dissipatio~.~· PSCR,' ii;; related to the d-c load current, Id-c , 
by 
,.._, 6 
, PSCR = 5 Id·~c 
Assuming that this expression holds for diodes also, the total 
·· · ··••· - •,··•·.-••.- --•-=.· - ··.• · - · · · -- ·- ... ·•. ·--,:·· ., •..... -- .. _....,..,-~..,-..,.....,.,.=-;--. •-•••-."·•--•·••-- ••~~--·· • - ·• •••--- · .,.,., .• ·;_·· -•.-··T1 l----,.-
regulator dissipation is of the order of: 
-I 2 R+!I .. . · !!'.!ffl_.... ..-. -.~:...-·· .... ' ·=---• ........... -..... - • --......_· '"'"-,---.,-• ·--· - i I - • " ' ... • ' '• ' ..... • " . • • '&"' _ _,.. ~ ~ - ~·· ·-~ -,-4 ...... ~ ... ~--.-.....~.~ ·' ........ ,4¥ --~·~ ........... -~ ....... ~ .. ~-- ........... ~ 
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The efficiency of· a 400 cps, 4 amp unit was calculated based 
upon filter and transformer data supplied by Autonetics and found 
to agree with their measured value of 87%. 
, j 
Fil tf Analysis 
., ... 
A step-by'-step procedure may b~- used t·o solve the differential 
... _ ..... 
equations for the filter circuits. The current i 1 and the 
voltage e, are computed for··the time interval_ O(Wt(ifr 
with the initial condition i(O) = 0 · and e(O) = 0 • At c.ut = 1r 
, 
the i:ni tial conditions i ( wt= fr) = i 1 and e ( Wt= fr) = e1 are 
used to compute i(t) and e(t) during the next cycle 
_'Ir< Wt ( 21f. This procedure is continued until the transient 
decay equals the steady state rise. As long·as .i(t) + id ') 0 
-c 
the SCR's ,vill conduct. lf i(t) + id-c <. 0 the SCR's open and 
a di$ferent set of equations must be solved. 
-~·-· ,,· . .J. ,;...,,· 
.,.___ .. 
If one can say that the current i(t) + id-c is always 
0 
greater than zero, then current cut-off does not occur and the 
voltag-e.applied to.the filter .will be the.s,eries of truncated,sine. 
waves, the Fourier series for wl1ich was obtained earlier. The 










., -. - > _.:· --· 
. ' .............. ,: -· - - -2. 
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- ' - ~ ·-. . '•: ::: ' - -· 
Pl 1 
R-L Filter. 
The open loop load current, i, · can be found by solving 
















i(O) = 0 
~ 
cos 2nwt + b sin 2n4Wt) 
n 




-===========-, ( a cos 2n t:d t + ( 2nw L) 2 , n b sin. 2a·AJ t) n 
f {, 
. L! a 
n 
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" C. .!":" 
- ___,_, ....-. ....... _..__..._,;:. 
. ' 
t -1 2nWL e = an 
~-....,.. ....... ,,.. ... w..ia· F ·:~~-~ ------....-. ..... -----.._..___...,-:-.1W!"IF .R-------•·....,.......... ____ ,_ . .-----......._.·.-fi--• - ............................ ._ ..... .__.·-.~.-~~.....__..........,,,,_... __ 
-.-- ...... -·- . . -
-- .---··--·--: -.- - - -- ·- - - ' 
The total r~pple current may 'be· assumed equal ··to the second 
"'(8) harmonic current to give as ti1e :ripple factor; 
- 18 -
.i<'. 
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3/2' WL \: i; .. · 
' 
-The steady state d-c component • easily seen to be a /R 1S 
0 
Response time may be defined as three times L/R. 
' 
· This solution gives little insight into the form of the 
-
' current obt~ined, and furthermore is not valid if 
<' goes below zero at any time. 
i(t) . , + 1 
-d-c 
The step-by-step method may also be used to fi1_1d current 
.. 
• 1 • 
During the first ·cycle of operation, when 0( = o0 , the circuit 
equation is: 
L ~ + Ri dt 
i(O) = 0 
·? 
··- , I ~""I-
Current i(t) equals the ~um of the steady state current, 
and the transient current,• it. 
The steady state current 
transient current has the form 
-,. 
i is sketched in Fig. 7. The s. 
1·t(O)e-Rt/L d. l h ~. an is a .so s own in . 
Fig. 7. it(O) is selected so that i(t:0) = 0. 
At Wt = "Ir the diodes switch and the new equations are: 
·~· 
. - . __ .__.,__....,,_ -----.-••......-- -...,_-......., 1im£ I •.• •· .......... -..... .._.. ___ .. ~~ ......... ··~--~-~.--~-.:.-.. ·• ~~-~·--·-···--· ~----·- ......... ·----- ., --~ .. ·--·. - ···-· -- ..... -·--· ---- .. -~ ·-· ·-· .. ~ ~ ---· 
.;_,· -
-
- E1 sin l,,t,,J t 
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i is the total a-c current 
-- ' . . . 






·1· •• , 
.)-
it is the transient ~omponent of current 
~,, .,.. 
i · is, the steady-state component of curr~nt 
_,_.,_ -~ 
1 
- ~ .... -~ -~ ~--~r ..... ~~-A-~·.! .. ~-=.32.H:",.!!'·· '!!·~·e s.lil.f:~l: ...... ~!.l.~ ~. ·~~~~-~~~,ue, .. ~~~'!' !!.~~ 9.~,~~ ~§ftl,,,.,.,,.....,., ..... ~----~-~--~!~~'!'!.~ . -" ...... _.~ ..................... ,.<~-~: 
Fig. 7. Current Build-Up in an a .. L Filter 
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.. ~ ... :.. . .;.. ... : 
./ 
-Steady state occurs when i • (9) .. . - 1 • • D -n-1 
~.:.. 
i ( -R ?r/w L 1) i (1 8 -R'lr/W L) e . + - --0 n 
or 
.. ,• l 
· .... 
0 1
.n = tanh ii/2tL · 
The current at each instant of switching is: 
• 
,· 
It is~ easiiy seen that a-c current never goes below zero. 
Let us define response time as the number of cycles required for 
the transient term to reach 1/10 of the steady state .term. This 
condition is reached after k = (2fL/R) ln 10 
time corresponding to k cycles is t , = k/2f , r -




The time required to reach steady state after a step change 
in firing ~ngle _from 90° to o0 can be.;.fo9nd similarly. ,Thi~ -
response time is derived in. Appendix C. It equals: 
'-,. ... : 
- ~ •Lg·2_t_ - -- 1 • ~-
. ------ ~ : . B ., . , , .· ... :ft.· ~. - 1·, 
• ,- ' I 
• .,..,, ,. ,• ,_,,,,,._, ., ............ , ...... __....,... • ._._ .. ..._ ___ ...,...-.I••...,._ · _• .. a...&,..,..-,. _..,w......-.. ..._.*r.,an~..,. .. ,,.., •tpMW""~••-- ......_., . ·. ~ ~"\,1~\. 
1 
_ . __ -- _ ,__ __ • ·: ·_· 
1 _ . ~ IA ~~-,A .-J,l•·•· ... --···f ................. 1 f:".,M•'..,. ....... ,._IP.ft, ................ ~h,:-'.._ ..... ~ •. , ••.• _ ,..,#,&.._ ...... • 





··· where n' is the _first integer greater -than n , where: 











where a - -R/2fL e. • 
,, . 
-The measured response of two R-L filters is shown in Figs. 8 
and 9. ~1easured and calculated 0-180° respoJ}Se times were 
40 p sec and 41. 5 f- sec re spec ti ve~y for Fig. 8 and 100 p sec 
and 125 f-sec respectively for Fig. 9. 
RLC Fil t.er Analysis 
The equations for voltage and current in the L-section 
filter of Fig. 5 are derived in Appendix D. The results are: 
L..-- . 
For real roots and 
e(t) (1) 
(2) 





e(t) = es(t) + e ~ . ci: sintJt + b' cos 't) .· (3) 
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where: '· ~-.... _ .. ; . 
• Cm1e 0 1 + 
Al 
0 













.b·' .0 J -----
. - . C 




i (t) at t = 0. 
s 






m + m(i£) (re + 
L 
roots of the characteristic 
1) c..!..) c1 + !:) 0 + -
- • R LC R 
Let o( ,.,,,~and, .. ,,:,-~ be the real and imaginar.y parts of 
i,. 
then 
.. ,,,,,..,.,.,..-, .,.. .. ,.., .... ,.,., ... , ... ,- .. ,- ,., . 





---~-- ,- ...... ,.---.. -~.--. .;,. ···-·· -~ ·-··--·--·- ---···-·· - --- . - - -- - -.----·--·--······ -- ·- .... -- -- -·-·--- .. • •• ••••••··-•••-••·-••••·•-'- ,. ,.--f'" • eo-a-.,~ ,,·••·-c-,, "•'•, .. , ... ••••-,o\•• -•••• • " •••••"•~•••-~f>••• • '"' ""·•·• ·-•,• •••••• 
. . 
ml = o( + j~ • 
The solution of these equa.tions for o( = o0 are: 
- ··- - • • ft," .... / ( 
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e(t) J! + ~ -=====Ccl=o=====- cos ( 2~ t-&) 
r + R 3 Jcb2 _ ~)2 + 4 (aw)2' + ••• 
b2L e (0) m1t s i (Q-) 




- i ( t) 
where: 
i (0) = 
s ' 





-- + i (0) m2L s 
j 









e (0) m2t s 
.. i (0) m1L 




cos(2t.dt + /, - e) ••• 
+ i (0) 
s 
, •,:, .. ·•·.' ,, •.·.~ 
.t ·;·· 
m t 2 
e 
t = 0 • ,. 
cos(, - e) 
4(aGl)2 1 
t :: 0 
+ ••• 
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w2 2E1 






+ -- cos e + ••• 
3 Jcb2-~>2 + 4Ca'4)>2' 
Q . 
;, .. ·. ~ . . .. 
f - 20 -










-1 ~&'\ /,:tan-* 
t.c>c 
Ir' -· 
aid . -~ . 
·a (!)2 ~~-,-i .:" ~ r - - -Of.+~ 2· _ ..,.-J .· . . - 1 •• 
r, r . ' 
( 
r 
a (!)2 2 
-o( 
-/I •2 - - - - - b -- 2 2 
.... 
- . ..,·- -- -
'le - re '-· LL - L/R -
~. 
'- <. .r' 
ec) 2 
- 1/LC t.cJc - 1/RC 0 
,· ., l' 
and k - r/R 
- • 
If- r , the .f.ilt.er .. indu_c.tor. resi.sta.nce., .. may be assumed 
equal tp zero and if· 1/t-&J ~<< R , 
approximately; 
the equation for e • 1S 
""'·· 
l!J, 
.. ,..r. • 
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·· e(t) 2El 2.1 = ,,,.. (1 + 3 g cos 2t.u t _ _-t:__... ) 
• "f .: ,· • ~ 
:., ·. :-- . ..~: 
·"?· ~ 
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- Further simplification may be made if one assumes that the 
2 
a ripple- ~.pmponent (1/3 g) is much less than the d-c component. 
The resulting equations are identical with the equation for the_ 
step response of the filter to a step of 2E1/fr . n,ndbook 
· . . ( 10) 
charts may be used to obtain response time and overshopt. 
The equation$ red-..ce to:. 
-------~ 
.. 
'- ., .···:·' . .:'!' 
•: ,, , ~' • !· • . ·• r ' 
- .... ,' ·'•·,· ·, 
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../ 
i(t) 
2E1 1 mlm2, l · m2t 1 m1t (9) ? - - + e 
-
e - R m1m2L 2 1r ml - m2 ml L 
. .... ..... 
· ........... _ .... -·~--a ..... ~-
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The current when are complex is approximately: 




This approximation for current is not too go.od since the ripple 
component is not negligible. 
Calculated and measured values tor e ( t) with L = 3. 6 h. , 
C = 272 prd., and R = 100 ohms are shown in Fig. 10. The 
response of the filter, with the feedback loop open, is .shown 
in Figs. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16. The three recordings in 
Figs. 10, 11, 12 are for a constant LC product but different root 
• 
h 
ii,_ locations~-... _Figs. 13, 14 and 15 show the short response time 
,>·obtainable with con1plex roots. Figs. 11 and 16 show the effect 
of diode cut-off on the decay time. With the diode cut off the 







Ripple will be disc_ussed in terms of the Fatio of peak a.c 
~ 
. -- .. ...-ul-tage- ~c- d~c----e-err~-oaen-t· s-i-ac-c ti'~ f-e-sdbac-k- ~p-1-i-fie-r gain woala 
be limited by peak voltage. Since we want to know the n1aximum 
expected ripple voltage, a ripple factor, r•, will be defined as 
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· component at o<. = 90° • · 
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Ripple voltage at o( = 60° 
d-c component at c<. = 90° 
· ..-,'-··) ·i·:-,; , 
~ ,., ; ,-If 1. 
:~ . 
From the .. Fo~i.ei series at o<. = 60° the peak second Jiarmonic }i 
. ' 
.. - f . 
ripple vol tage-,is, -. _ ·., 
.J3' El . 
--- 4 - maximum ripple voltage 
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LC= 10-3 The ripple vol.tage for was measured and found to 
be 0.03 v. rms with. oC..?:0° • Calculated maximum ripple voltage 
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was found as 0.061 v. rms • The ditference between the two 
values occurs because an c:,( of 60° was not used and because tbe 




A step-by-step procedure may be used to compute the response 
-..., ;1 
of the,:regulator. For e~ple, the c"hange in _output voltage 
'~ . 
cause~/bY. a change in input d~c vol:tage coul.d b.e calculated. The 
change would be assumed to occur immediately after an SCR was 
·tired, and the output voltage equation writ ten for the interval 
when the SCR is on. When the SCI? turns off the voltage equation y 
cha.:-iges. The magni:tude o_f the o'utput voltage detern!ines when the ... 
firing cir-cui t will turn the next SCR on; this would involve I 
r' 
, 
·analyzing the firing circuit •. The voltage equation changes again 
when the SCR is fired. The calculations would be repeated in 
,. 
this manner_ until equilibrium was reached. No atten1pt was made 
to apply this method since it would require digital computation. 
. ' 
The reg·alator ·may be. considered as a serv-0 system and its. • •···• • •· •'>••••-- ·,, • .-r·.-·_.......-~......,,...., .. ·,-·--,~-----.--,-....-
,' . ,· (li) 
response determined by conventional means. The fact that 
• • a • • • • • ~ w- , ~ • 
switching is used ,complicates the analysis. 
''"' 
·• -«) -~ . 411115: ..._. =411" ,6,;'. ~ LI•- _,...,.,wc.·1*:" ~ -... .._"" ~ s.·~..a-..-..t'"..r .. CS.-~·.·.;.:,..·e2. - ._;t'-a#-'-'~~ r.;_.-; _.,. .._ •• ~.w,.":t';..;,-~ ,;-;, . .....:,;_ \. . . ,;,: hlf:' ~ Co"'"~~.




.~ •• -• ... •·----\411-.. ------...,. . ........ ~ ........ ·~~ 
By considering only the d=c con1por,ent, the flow diagram o'? · · -- · · : 
Fig. 17 is obtained. The limitation on the circuit due to 
.• 
swi tcl1ing time and due to rip·ple vo~ tage can not be obtained; 
however, some conclusions can be reached. 
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is the d-c component 
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Fig. 17. Approximate Regulator Flow DiagralQ 
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approximated, for small changes, by dE
0
/dE1 , where E is ,the . 0 
d-c component of output voltage and Ef is the difference between 
• 
the sampled output voltage and the reference voltage. Since 
E0 = (E1/1r)(l + coso<..) and o<,= f(Ef) ·the _gain is:. 
A1(«) = (~1/,r)(-sino()~dEf • For sbme fi~ing circuits A1 (o<.) ) 
may b~ maximum near o<. = 90° and low near o( = o0 or· 1800.(12) 
I O • A system adjusted for high response near o< -=-10 may oscillate 
when o(-=, 90° • 
The response of the experimental circuit to a step change 









+ 70 S + 26 X 103 
' ' 
The gain,~~), was assumed constant. The results for a positive-




Overshoot , . 
R_e~ponse time 
Measured 
0.35 V • 
70 msec. · 
-Calculated 
0.35 v. 
80 msec. · 
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input because of non-linearity in A1(oc) • · ~ 
The measured response of the system to a step d-c . input ..._j .... 
voltage change is shown in Fig. 19; the response of tile same 
firter (open-loop) to a change in o<. from o0 to 180° is in 
Fig •. 18. The response of the system to a st,ep load-. change of 50% 
is in Fig. 21, and the response of the filter ( open-loop·) to the 
same load change is in Fig. 20. The response time is improved 




An experimental controlled-rectifier regulator wa;s built 
b d . _ ~ .. ( 1 7) _ _. 2-ase upon the circult'-- r of Flg. ·~. Line frequency was 60 cps 
with E1 = 60 v. and E variable from Oto 20 v. Circuit p 
operation, filter response time and system response were observed. 
The circuit operated as predicted; s·ca turn-on did not 
occur with filter inductors larger~-~~~!} several henries and with 
E less than 5 volts. Tb~ SCR's would fire if the filter p 
'- < 
l~ • 
inductor was shunted with 0.06 j,'- fd. and firing occured at o( = o0 • 
;:• 
A shunt capacitance of 0.26 f'- fd. was required, for turn-on with 
-. 
,./, 
: ~Q-ofi -----~-.:~ ..... ...,_ -lir=~g=-j\t &( .... -~  ~-r~~-1rw-a'ifc..\fu~e~ ·r;,rcr~Cw '.~~&'ifu=t,w--·y~-.-utw·ily~- ... - .... - ... ·---,--~ ·-~.-::·--
put ting 40 mh. 'in series with it. An inductance of -less than this 
would prevent turn-on if paralleled with a small capacitance. 
enough. 
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RL and RLC filter response was found by recording the output 
' 
v~ltage on a Sanborn 320 recorder. The results for the RLC 
filter are given in Figs. 10 through 16. Calculated and measured 
response times were compared earlier and found to agree within 10%. 
The response of the system to step load and voltage changes, 
for~ gain, ~(ol.), of approximately 100, is shown in Figs. 18 through 
21. 
Output impedance was 1.79 ohms regulated and 17.9 ohms 
unregulated. The regulation factor was approximately 0.0278. 
Ripple voltage approximately equal to 0.5 volt with 
E : 18 volts caused uneve11. firing of the SCR's and led to an p 
increase in the ripple voltage to 2.0 volts. 
·;,;, Conclusions ,""'" .. •.: 
f. 
lt was found that, for the three types of regulator~ con-
sidered, the worst case ef fici-ency ( the ·effi~ie,1cy obtained ,vhen 
all harmonics a~e dissipated :in the regulator) is always higher 
j.n th, squct.r.e-,v~ve. ~,vitchi.ng regulator than. in the other tv10 
~,.· 
types. The controlled-rectifier regulator is, however, easier to 
realize, and, since its efficiency can be made to be higher tb~D 
' 
. ' 





A ci.rcuit for a controlled-rectifier r_egulat.~r .. , suggested by 
·'4·."·· 
the Autonetics Division of North American Aviation, L1sing silic·on 















control·l-ed-rectifiers has b·een analyzed in a piecewise linear 
i 
manner. It has been show11 that stray capacitance is an important 
part of the circuit. 
The power lost in the regulator was estimated as: 
where ~IT_ is the total load current and R 
'the sum of the resistanc~~or the transformer9filter inductor. 
is 
Efficiency calculated on this basis closely checke~ experimental 
results. The amplitude of the second harmonic voltage was shown 
to reach a maximum of E1fi/1r peak volts at a firing angle, o<. , 
equal to sixty degrees. A ripple factor, defined as the ratio 
of·maximwn harmonic peak voltage to average d-c voltage, was 
found to be: 1.73/(1+ 1/"'Ep/E1 )(4"1
2LC - 1) for an RLC filter.-· 
The response tin1e of an R-L f.il ter and an RLC filter to a 
,_ 
step change in firing angle from 180°.to o0 was found~ For the 
R-L filter, response time, t, is approximately 2.3 L/R-. 
r 
Response time of the RLC filter, ,vith low filter inductor resis-
. 
·tance and with the impedance of the filter capacitor much less 
than the load resistance, can be determined fron1 published charts 
of respon:;e time 9f s~<;()ncl QT4~lr ~ysten1§ to ~tep voltage inpy.t,i;. 
Current cut-off was shown to be detrimental to response time. 
" ' 
A computation procedure suitable for computer application 
method of obtaining system response was obtained by considering 
the flow diagram based on the d-c component. 
Laboratory tests made on a 60 cps unit verified that SCR 






.. ... . . ....... \ . 
.... '.,,....~,, .-._-., ~ •-. --~' 
' 
turn-on was de-pendent on. stray capacitance and that the circuit· · 
operated as predicted. The derived formula for the open loop 
R-L filter response~time gave results within 20%. The response 
of the open loop RLC filter to a change in firing angle from 180° 
0 to O was estimated to within lOOA by finding the response of the 
filter to a step change in voltage. The response of the system t 
to a step change in d-c input voltage was calculated to within 
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APPENDIX A ~ .. .; ~· ·. 
J:. Controlled-Rectifier Regulator 
·~ 









where e is defined as follows: 
-e = E p 
e -
) 
0 (Cl(< 1T/2 
lff/2 < 0( < 1'T 
.. 












. 2 . 
+ E1 sin ot.) d C)(. ,., 
+ (E 2 +· 2E E1 sin o(. + E1
2 
si~2 °'-) d<M fr/2 p p . 
'':, - fF' 
E1
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'IY/2 
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2(V-A)A + TA 
~ 
1 
·= A 2 1 + 1.41<v>-
-·'" v2 
= ~~--------~---------~--=- = .. ~,2=--~----"""'"'-
E 2 + 2E/l+!l:.A2 p p 4 -
y2 
-
- ' 2 
·v2 + A2<11:_ - 1) 4 
r - A - V • 
·~-;: . : ... -· t . 
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E 2 'E + 
p 2 ( 2V - E ) 
2 d oC. 
r/2 p 
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4VE 1r 1 .'- E 2 ~ + .A y2 f _ p 




p - 2VE p 
.8i, 
V E ~ E /V - - or -- -p p 
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v2 1 
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III. Series Regulator 
"' 1 IV I E p = V +A =. 1 + r 
.) 
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APPENDIX B 
Foarier Series / 
-
Expand f( t): 
: TI 
\ 
---+--!'-__ _._ ........ __ ..__."-----'-----------___,.;~- -t 
"< t, 
f(t) = 0 
f(t) = E1 sin 1Tt/t1 
os; t < t 
-. 
~ 
Both sine and cosine terms must be used since there is no 
. symmetry.. Hence,· represent f(t) by: 
. '-
f( t) -'21"t = a + a 1 cos t 
4 tr't 
+ a 2 cos tl 
+ ••• + a D 0 ·l 
. 21rt 
Sl.D + ••• 
tl 
b . ·2n1r t + Sl.D .t _ 
n 1 
Integrating both. sides .over one. period; 
' 
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Multiplying both sides of t(t) by cos 2n1rt/t1 ·. and 
_;,, 





2 2nfrt f(t) dt dt cos - a cos. 
tl D tl 0 




= ! sin (2n+l)rt - -21 sin (2n-1)1't 
2 1 tl 
and 








--D tr . 
Similarly: 





(-1)• (hence cos (2n-l )11' - -1 
-
cos ( 2n+l )11' - -1 ) 
-
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11 ~ ' ! .-
... 
and 
one obtains for f(t) the series given earlier. 
To find the firing angle,· o( , which gives the largest 
n 
harmonic voltage, the expression for ampli tu.de may be differ-
entiated and set equal to zero. 
El 
t(t) = :y (1 + cosO() 2'· bn sin (2na:t + .p) 






















... sin(2n+l )o4 + sin(2n-l )o( 




...... _' , . .,_ .,_ .. ""'·- --- -
._; ... "· -· -:' 
• -0 .. ·-b,~ ..... ~ ~-.rr;.- ...... ------· ~-*C) ... -~ ........ .-,:.:,-- ~.,--.~···ell:\ .-u ...... .,., ... -:, .... ~·- -· 4or.wJ'--'C:-~·- --~~---- .... _.'.""_._...., • .._. . .... _ ,cile":~ ..... ~-~ ........ _.., -~-.. ,.:. '4S..._. .;,.!'i 
\ it is necessary to solve: :: 
.. · 
•, I, •I ' 
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.. - -.: --· > ) -.- ,- .• ------ a 
. ,- .... ,., f 
0 = -2 cos(2n+l)o< _ cos(2n-l )o( [sin( 2n-l_ )0( _ 
4n2_1 + 2n+l 2n-l 
sin( 2n+ 1 )o( 
' 
· ·_ [ sin ( 2a!t-l ):,( 
+ . -
.2n+l 
sin( 2n-l )<.] r cos ( 2n+l ~ 
2n-1 ~ - cos(2n-l)~ 
for o(. • 
. ' J 
Letting a= 2n-l and b = 2n+l and collecting terms, the 
-- ; 
equation becomes: 
(cos bo( + l)sin ao<. - (cos aoe. + l)sin ~ = 0 














- 1 + cos ~-
-1 aot. - + cos 
-
bo(. = k1r' 
aol =k'fr 
sin a9' :;: sin bO(.. 





where k and k' are odd 
_multiples. 
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Additional solutions were searched for with an l.GP-30 
" 
computer using a program written by Dr. A. I. Larky of Lehigh 
University. 
The solutions are: 
'. 
0 :I. Hl • 





' , ~ . i: 
.. 
oo, 30°, 60° iso0 , 152° o( -
' 
:-\. 




n = 4 · 
25.71°,_20.00°, o0 , 1ao0 A-: .. . .:, ·. ~: .-.--- ., : .. J 




The amplitudes of the second and fourth harmonics are given 
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APPENDIX C 
.... 
In the section on R-L filter response time, the number of 
cycles required to reach 1/10 of steady state curre.nt after a 
t h · f · · 1 f 90° to o0 was · s ep c ange 1n _1r1ng ang e rom 11v~n-as: 
- . 
~ = 2fL' .. ... RJ'i-.+ a&iL R . ln 10.H ( l+ciJw L 
To derive this, the form of the current for·~= 90° 
must be found. The current is.sketched below: 
• L 
:J.:1 • 
·. •, >· ·: :.~ ··:: ... , 
. . 
' . •• ··f 





,..- . . ------------------
0The°CW"Feiit '6UiidSUp ™ ai.ii-Tlig"~aff;-"'9()£·-{oTBU~terva""I ,""i}lei\'--·~~--·--~.:. -~~ 
the SCR is conducting, and decays exponentially during the o0 to 
90° 1· nterval • St d t t 1 th d 1 1 ea y s a e occurs \v,1en e ecay per eye e equa s 
! •• ' • • • ' : - ' ·' • I . k : I ' • I . . . ' ' ~ 
I I' - I 
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the build-up per cycle, or when: 
( i -R fr/2WL i ) -R ,r /2:tN L p 8 +. 90 8 . · + 1o 
or 
.i .. :; 
P. 
i -R/4fL . · 

















,Response time can be f 011nd by writing the 
rt 
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+ i )a p + i = 0 
i )a • + + 1 -
-0 0 
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ik in terms of i 0 ' i · , · a and k gi ve-s : p 
+ ••• 
ik = i + (i - i )ak D p D ., 
Response time is defined as the number of cycles k for 
k (i - i )a to equal 1/10 i • This equation must be solved p .D D 
for k : 
i 
• 
- - l in 
ak = 1/10 
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Since k is the end of a cycle, it should be an integer. 
Pick the next largest integer and compute response -time as: 
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The voltage and current equations in. ·an RLC filter toll ow 












i(t) ~ = 
"" 
The constants. A1 
' 
conditions: 












1.(t) 1 ( Al ml~ '2 
m2t 
- -
-e +- e ) L ml m2 
~· -
and A2 are determined bT the ~nitial 
e(t:0) = 0 
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where • and i are -• (0) , and -i (0) • 0 0 8 8 
Solving the above for real roots ml t m2 and 











for real roots, and: 
10 - Ce0 (o( -j,4) 
Al - 2j,f C 
' ·tl - ti a + J A2 - '1 - -
-2j,4 










The current and voltage equations are obtained for complex 
roots below: 
' •' 
-~t . -~ 
;.. 
.·. 
.s.: , . . . ) 1 . e J. At -J· A t.) . i(t) = i (t ·+ -- · ··7 ···-·------- i((A er · .. · A e·· r-· .... 
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By substitutinc· the expressions for A .and · A l 2 given above, 








(~ -b',4 )sin,4t 
' ' . 
+ (b a< +a,4 )cos~ t 
' . ' a. sin ~ t + b cos/ t 





s + aw0 (Tc+ TL) + "'o (1 + k) 




is the natural, frequency 1/LC ; and k is r/R • 
.~·. 
:, - -«. ---
"'';.f .. j,'f~, ~.~.,; ~.;.- h~ ~·•,, .... ,.. . . •~·-;'~~~ 
' b 
. .. ~~ 
Make the following substitutions: 
.. :•. 
:: i 
· .. :. 








a 4 tu. 2 (T + T. >· -. ' - o C L 
"' 
b2 A 





Then a little manipulation gives 
J. 
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as + b2 
CcJC + jW 
.'· ~ .-. • ' t .• ·-- •• C 
t •·•I 
I Dl 1· l i 
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2 2lelt ) 
-
cos + • • • 3 
~,.. -:, 
;) ~ - . r .. -.,., ·• 
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Substitution of the above equations into the general solu-
tions for e and i give the exact and • 1 equations e 
quoted earlier. ' . ' 
Approximations using r = 0 and 1/W C « R can be made 
directly from the above equations. However, it is simpler to 
repeat the analysis us~ng r = 0 in the original· thesis. 
and 
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· The expression for ff(t) and i(t) are. then obtained by . 
' 
adding the steady state term and the transient term. 
Using the identities 
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wh,ere m1 and m2 are the roots of 
Since the filter is designed so that ripple (Sg/3) is small, 
it can be neglected compared to one: 
"-•. I 
. 
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- ' which simplifies to: 
e(t) = 1· + 1 
--
-~ 
This is the well-known ~e~ponse_o~ the transfer function 
2 . 2 
1/(s +-2.,-Ws + W ) ) n im to a step of size 2E1/,,_... • 
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The current for, the case with m1 = -f///(+j~ and m2 = -0( -j~ 
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